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Building Blocks

BUILDER:

Curt Wegner
CURTIS DANIEL HOMES

Where did your passion for home and design come from?
Ever since I was a kid I had an interest in architecture—skyscrapers,
hotels, and homes. I actually had a mini drafting table in my bedroom
and went on to spend some time as an architecture major in college.
Ultimately I ended up as a home builder. I really enjoy my role because
plans on paper are fun, but I also get to help execute the bigger picture.

What advice would you give homeowners
looking for a builder?

Story by Lily Fox Redstone • Photography by Katie Charlotte

There are so many great parts of this particular project, but if I
had to choose just one it would be the combination of the front
staircase to the front door and foyer. The exposed steel stringer
staircase in the front of the house is really phenomenal. The
cables make a seamless transition into the five foot steel pivot
door, which leads into an all glass foyer. This room has two 15 x 9
foot glass panels in the front and back creating an almost see
through effect. It makes a big statement when you come into the
home and highlights the gorgeous Lowcountry land surrounding it.
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What is your favorite part of this project?

The number one thing I would say is to make sure you find
a good fit. You’re going to spend somewhere between nine
months to two years with a builder and you want to make sure
that person is someone you feel comfortable with. Cost is
certainly important, but having a builder that will truly guide
you through the process is key when making your decision.

How would you describe your work?
We will build anything—there’s no one particular style that we
stick to. The goal of Curtis Daniel Homes is “surpassing the
ordinary.” That is what we try to do in every facet of interaction
with customers from communication to quality to responsiveness.
We want to help them take their dream plans and make those a
reality. Most importantly, we want our customers to feel like we
are providing them with a first class home building experience.
For more information call Curtis Daniel Homes at (843) 901-5801 or visit
curtisdanielhomes.com.
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NATURE / NURTURE

Sweet Grass
(Muhlenbergia
Filipes)

Step Into Spring
As the warmer weather approaches, it’s time to start planning ahead for your outdoor
living space. During this in between period when we still have some cool days, take the
time to prepare your landscape for the summer months. We’ve talked with Lowcountry
experts on landscapes and landscape lighting to help you devise a plan for your yard.

Landscaped
Verge

The dock and trees are uplit to
make it easier to get around the
property as the sun goes down
and into the evening.

This Daniel Island Home by Curtis
Daniel Homes displays an array of
grasses leveled with other grassy
plants, designed by REMARK
Landscape Architecture.

Solid
Ground

For more information, call REMARK
Landscape Architecture at (843) 952-7817
or visit remarkstudiollc.com.
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Springtime is a great season to consider
adding new hardscape elements to your
home to help elevate the landscape
even more. Things such as new
walkways, a pool, seating areas, or
other hardscapes will be great additions
as you prepare for summer. One of
REMARK Landscape Architecture’s
staple elements are these corten steel
planters filled with wispy grasses for
a fun, ethereal ambiance to welcome
you up the front steps of this stunning
Lowcountry home.

Enhance Your View
The same Daniel Island home is transformed at night with
lighting by Outdoor Lighting Perspectives. Landscape
lighting should be used in the darkest places of your yard
to not only enjoy the environment, but also to feel safe while
you’re outside during nighttime hours. When determining
what lighting to add, talk to your professional to help decide

which trees would look best uplit. Consider how you can
give width and depth to the property so you can best enjoy
the whole space.
For more information, call Outdoor Lighting Perspectives at
(843) 258-1574 or visit charleston.outdoorlights
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WONDROUS
WASHROOMS

TNG
V-Groove
Boards
Installed
Vertically

Beautiful Build

Photography by Katie Charlotte

Shiplap walls, a freestanding tub in front of large
windows, and a large walk-in shower are just a
few of the stunning details that this custom home
builder brought to life for these homeowners.
BATHROOM CONTRIBUTORS & FEATURES:

• Built by Curtis Daniel Homes
• Interior Design by Melissa Lenox Design
• Oversized Soaking Tub with Floor Mounted Filler
• Glass Barn Door Shower Enclosure
For more information, call Curtis Daniel Homes at
(843) 901-5801 or visit curtisdanielhomes.com.
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Monochromatic Color Scheme with Makeup Vanity
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www.CurtisDanielHomes.com
843-901-5801
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